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Poetry

IN THE HEART OF WINTER
DAGNE FORREST

In the heart of winter,
things go wrong
yet each year I'm giddy
with its approach.
I love the battening down
of hatches, real and imagined,
the eleventh hour scramble
to make ready before the blast.
No one calls the first snowfall
a dress rehearsal,
but we always hope for a melt
before it really begins -one more chance to remedy
a loose shingle, tidy the yard.
The list of unfinished chores
I pull close to my breast,
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smothering its insistent call --- Hush, it's winter now.
Constant cloud cover and
roads slicked with ice
make our small emergencies
so much harder to bear,
but living at a quiet remove
suits me when the alarm
is muffled and I can pretend
I have all the time I need
for the thinking and reading I
never have enough time for -before the spring rolls round
with its demand to live.
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SEPHARDIC CEMETERY
GREGORY ANTOLLINO
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LEMMON VALLEY
RACHEL MYERS
The Skyline Mobile Home Park looks almost neat after last night’s
storm. Fresh snow makes the whole world look cleaner, but you find the
muffled silence menacing, unnerving. No sidewalks here, only uneven asphalt
strung sloppy through a maze of trailers set close together. Unbidden, the
word dominoes pops into your head. That’s what they’d look like from a
plane.
You recognize your father’s trailer by the blanket tacked over the front
window; he prefers his bedrooms dark. The stairs are completely iced over.
You step with caution and shout out over the threshold. He hobbles into view
looking more disheveled than usual, his steps hesitant, wavering. He’s in a
bender, or maybe just out of one. The facial hair gives it away—when he’s
sober he’s fastidious about his goatee, often sending text messages
requesting special dyes or design ideas. There’s the tremor, too, a left hand
that shakes side-to-side, like a half-hearted wave. His cough is wet, rattling.
Mental check: how many days has it been since you told him to go to the
doctor? Winters have always been hard on him, but these last few years
especially you’ve heard the shallow cough you dread, a repetitive sound
lasting late into the spring. He should be on a CPAP machine. He should be
getting more Vitamin D. He shouldn’t be drinking with his medication and
diabetes. And he’s especially unsteady today, so you go to him with much

Dad seriously sit down, thank you, yeah, you need help with this? What the
fuck is that smell? For indeed the smell is overwhelming, but your nose has
always been extra sensitive.

Fiction
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If Dr. What’s-His-Nuts is correct in the assertion that your sadness is a
reservoir, your father’s is an ocean. He is the ocean of sad. You measure your
time with him carefully, doling it out in equal parts. Text messages count as
one interaction, and you have a rule: you reply to every tenth text. You’ve
nearly trained him out of phone calls, but you get the occasional drunk dial
that you screen to voicemail. He calls with confessions. I’ve been drinking,
he’ll slur. Please don’t be mad at me. But you’re not, you protest. You just
hate the stupid phone calls.
And what the fuck is that smell? On autopilot you’re already halfway to
the spare room, the door nudged open by your opportunistic dog. You shove
him away from the food bowl—why is this next to the litter box? The litter
box hasn’t been emptied in a week or longer. Three grown men live here,
only one of them disabled. Before he can sheepishly ask you to empty it, you
hoist it up, rush out the door, and dump the whole fucking thing in the trash.
The cat’s water looks like a living swamp. Too late you realize you came here
in your brand new sweater, a gift from mom the night before.
He is talking somewhere in the background, a banal mixture of
apologies and complaints. He needs help taking down the Christmas tree. He
needs to go to the eye doctor, only he doesn’t know which one. Not those
assholes down the road that scheduled him and wrote down the wrong time
on his appointment card. He reminds you that he showed you the
appointment card. I remember, you’re saying, trying to make your voice
sound the right degree of interested while dismissive enough to subtly
suggest a change of topic. It works, but only because you’ve both set eyes on
the couch, its black leather obscured in big pumpkin-colored splotches.

I ain’t gotten to cleaning that. Can’t really bend. Do me a favor and
take a rag and try to wipe it? I know I got some 409 I’m so sorry to ask you
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to do this the cat got a little sick must’ve crusted on in the sun. You know he
likes to lay there in the sun. I got him a new food but I can’t be sure if it’s
working, been meaning to get the carpet too, got the cleaner out, got him a
no-hairball food supposed to help, guess I’m behind on my choresIn the end it takes no less than three buckets with industrial grade
soap and hot water, and one increasingly filthy rag. You wear nitrile gloves
but can’t escape the flecks of reconstituted vomit splashing all over your
sweater. It’s a size medium, your first medium in five, six, years. You are
determined not to complain. You scrub.
He is talking somewhere in the background, a banal mixture of
apologies and complaints. You scrub, rinse, wring. Don’t think about the smell.
Don’t think about the texture, the thin gloves.
Years ago, you couldn’t even take out the garbage without wearing
gloves. Now look at you. So it goes.
He is talking somewhere, a banal mixture, a buzz in the background.
You concentrate. In moments like this you sometimes find a bizarre peace.
You’re forced to focus. Occasionally you drift. The tendrils of dissociation warp
your vision, your hearing. In these moments, sometimes, you compose a
poem. Today you’re only getting the waves, the rushing sound of water
drumming your ears. In these moments, sometimes, you come to with a gasp,
and lock yourself in the bathroom for hours, watching the sky out the
miniscule window, opened to let in the frigid night air. In this moment you
can feel the straining that accompanies the fear, and you lock it down. Join
the conversation. The couch is nearly clean. You wash your hands four times,
twice in the bathroom and twice in the kitchen, while your fiancé—has he
been here the whole time?—watches without comment.

Fiction
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In the car you smell it all over you, an invisible wall of odor on your
chest, your arms, the bare flesh on your neck. You allow yourself to slump in
the passenger seat, feet on the dash, while the man drives you away. He
slams on the brakes for a little chihuahua that eyes the car quizzically before
scamping out of the road. He’s so thin, but then all the dogs around here are.

When I was a kid my mother locked us in our bedrooms, you say out
loud, startling even yourself. My dad was trying to quit drinking, and he chose

outpatient. Wanted to detox at home. I still remember the sound of her
scrubbing, working down the hallway. He’d really done a number—I peeked
under the door, looked like blood in it. He’d even thrown up on my door,
which is why she made us stay put. I still remember the sound of her
scrubbing my door from the outside, my brother whispering to me through
the vent. But the vents were connected all through the house, so we could
hear my dad retching and crying, too. Like a wounded animal. I opened the
door later and there were wet spots everywhere, all over the hallway, but the
carpets were clean. Must have taken my mother damn near all night. And that
fucking smell. I swear I could smell it for days.
The trailer park looks more inviting the closer you get to the exit. All
the prettiest ones are situated near the street. Fresh snow always makes the
world look cleaner. You like driving over the new snow, while it’s still kind,
giving traction and not yet the dangerous, packed-in ice that causes
accidents. You crane your neck to peer up out the window, at the flakes
falling, uneven now, last stragglers at the tail end of a storm. If he’s still
coughing next week, you’ll take him to a doctor. You’ll check on the cat. You
make a note to come after the snow to check his stairs. On your next trip to
the store you’ll need some de-icing salt. There’s supposed to be another
storm tonight. You can’t stop thinking how the snow crunching reminds you
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of a full bottle, the rattle of pills. You can’t stop thinking how the snow
crunching sounds like the driveway at the old house, red volcanic rock
twisting up to a place not much bigger than the trailer your father occupies
now. In fact, his double-wide may be bigger. You can’t stop thinking about
the passage of time, how you make lists in your head to push away the
nagging sense that your future lies here, like a crystal ball, if only you could
squint a little more into the snow piling up like little dunes all around the
valley.

Art

A TREE GROWS IN BELGIUM
JAMES READE VENABLE
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ROOTLESS
LANI JORDAN
The magnolia was dead. Not only leafless, but its bark turned dry, black
and brittle. Its naked branches arched over the sidewalk in a last grasp at life.
For the first time in more than 30 years, no tree bouquet of pink-tinged
blossoms marked the arrival of spring on Lincoln Avenue. No neighborhood
walkers paused to absorb its splendor or scurried home for serious-looking
cameras to capture its lush blooms.
There was only a ghost tree, a gloomy skeleton better suited for
Halloween than spring.
I’d braced myself for its inevitable death since my best friend sold her
100-year-old yellow clapboard three years previous and moved to a light and
modern condo with her new husband, ending three decades of effort to
nurture a tree that never should have been planted.
The magnolia was a first birthday gift to my best pal’s son from family
friend and honorary grandmother, Gladys. Then a regular visitor from Indiana,
always stubborn Gladys insisted a tree best suited for USDA Hardiness Zone
5B would do just fine 300 miles north in Minnesota’s significantly colder and
harsher Zone 4B. The five-foot magnolia sapling went in the ground on
Mother’s Day 1988. Miraculously, it survived not only its first Minnesota
winter, but three decades more. Babied with careful feeding and pruning, it
became the harbinger of spring on our block, typically reaching spectacular
full bloom around Mother’s Day.
When my friend’s house sold, the buyers gushed over the beautifully
landscaped yard and, most of all, the magnolia. Detailed instructions for its
care and feeding were handed off, along with contact information for the

Non-Fiction
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tree’s personal physician – a local arborist. Alas, our new neighbors quickly
proved they weren’t yard people, and were also so overwhelmed with the care
of their special needs son they struggled even to mow the lawn. They
declined my best friend’s offer to serve as tree caregiver. Our master gardener
neighbor offered his services. We plotted midnight pruning and fertilizer raids,
but decided that would cross the Minnesota Nice line. In the end, the
weakened magnolia was no match for the bitter winds and record low
temperatures of 2019’s Winter from Hell and an infectious blight.
***
I published my first personal essay in The Michigan Daily my junior year
of college. In 10 paragraphs in the Sunday magazine’s Ramblings feature, I
lamented my 20-year-old rootlessness. The product of a nomadic military
family, I’d moved 17 times in my first 18 years and attended 11 schools
before landing in Ann Arbor. To mark what became their last move my final
high school semester, my parents bought a brick ranch in the bland and
insular middle-class Detroit suburb where they’ve now resided 45 years. I lived
there seven months. I left home a week after graduation for a camp counselor
job, returned for a few days that August to pack and was unceremoniously
deposited at the University of Michigan’s Bursley Hall. I’m not sure they shut
off the car’s ignition to unload. My mother made it clear that my move to
campus was permanent. From that day I never spent more than five nights
under my parents’ roof. I expect I was among the few students who regularly
changed their legal address to whatever dorm room or shabby campus
apartment they happened to occupy.
I struggled with the ubiquitous college conversation starter “where are
you from?” The answer: nowhere and everywhere. I learned to adjust my

Non-Fiction
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response to the circumstance, the questioner and my mood. If I wanted to fit
in with the suburban Detroit crowd, I’d toss out the name of my parents’
‘burb. If I wanted to connect with the rural kids, I’d mention my junior year in
a small southwest Michigan village. If I wanted to appear exotic and
interesting (and explain my name), Hawaii was the answer.
What I really wanted, I wrote in that essay, was a home, a history, a
community. Roots. To plant a tree and see it grow.
***
My arrival on Lincoln Avenue at age 28 marked my 30th move. In the
years between high school graduation and St. Paul, I’d logged four reporting
jobs, one wedding, one divorce and 12 addresses. This sprawling duplex –
overwhelmingly needy, but full of promise – along with the good guy who’d
soon become my husband and my new corporate communications job,
represented the roots I’d longed for.
Lincoln Avenue’s decades-old canopy of elms succumbed to disease
and the city’s tree removal crews the year before we bought our imposing
white duplex. When Tom and I moved in, it was a sunny, open street.
Among our litany of projects those first two summers, we took a
chainsaw to dozens of scrub box elders and other so-called trash trees the
previous owners had allowed to choke the yard in a free-for-all landscape
scheme. Then I planted my trees. Two crimson maple saplings in the front
yard, a flowering crab apple outside the kitchen. Within a week, roofers
unwittingly rolled their dumpster over the young crab apple as I watched
horrified from an upstairs window. I raced outside as they drove off, leaving a
few inches of flattened tree sticking out from beneath the bin. I wept and
kicked the dumpster. The next week I replanted.

Non-Fiction
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In the mid 1980s, everyone on Lincoln Avenue was planting, and not
just trees. We’d arrived in the historic Tangletown neighborhood during a
generational turn. Long-time residents, their families raised, had moved on,
succeeded by eager newly married couples and young families. The block was
quickly overrun with babies in strollers – including three of our own – and Big
Wheel-pedaling pre-schoolers. Evenings were filled with sidewalk
conversations and strolls to the neighborhood drugstore for 25-cent ice
cream cones. Weekends meant potluck picnics. Our urban village was an
anomaly. Most of us were transplants. Unlike stereotypical Minnesotans, we
weren’t bound to Sunday dinner at mom’s or weekends at the cabin. Far from
family, we were one another’s holiday guests, emergency support and
parenting partners. It was the kind of place where someone would take a day
off work to stay with your chicken pox-covered twins when your vacation ran
out. Where one could yell at a neighborhood kid “if I see you riding that bike
without a helmet one more time, I’ll lock it in my garage.” Had there been a
neighborhood newsletter, my husband once joked, it would have been called
“It’s none of my business, but…”
In my early 30s, I’d achieved my longed-for roots. I had a permanent
address. I had trees. I had a community. I’d checked every box on my wish
list.
And many days I felt so out of place I wanted to run away.
At first, I blamed it on my busy career. All the neighborhood moms
worked, but I was the only one with a structured eight-to-five – and often
24/7 – high-level corporate job with lots of travel. Lincoln Avenue’s mothers
were teachers, freelancers, therapists, piano instructors and consultants. Their
schedules were busy, yet fluid. They moved in and out of each other’s lives
seamlessly, in that no-need-to-knock way, for a borrowed cup of sugar, an

Non-Fiction
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impromptu coffee klatch, and the easy companionship that comes with daily
proximity. I wanted to be part of it…sort of.
Weekends and days off would arrive and I’d give it a go. As I’d seen
others do, I’d wander into a kitchen where I’d find two or more women
engaged in conversation. Anxiety washed over me. With no experience with
the natural ease of a tight community, I was clueless as to whether what I
witnessed was a casual chat (stay) or an exchange of deeply personal
revelations (exit gracefully). Instead, I fled, flooded with self-inflicted rejection.
Eventually I concluded that unless I had an invitation, I was unwanted.
Other days, I’d return from a work trip or take a break from weekend
chores to join a sidewalk conversation, only to find I was the last to learn
some piece of Lincoln Avenue news, be it traumatic or trivial. My inner
journalist, used to always getting the scoop, felt consumed with failure.
“I hate it here,” I’d wail to my baffled husband after some perceived
slight left me feeling alienated. “I want to move!”
But my inability to fit in wasn’t about my job or my workday absence.
And it wasn’t about my neighbors, who were ready to be warm and
welcoming no matter when I wandered in.
The rejection I felt was my own.
I knew how to make friends. Heck, I had more friends than anyone I
knew, some stretched back to junior high Navy housing in Hawaii. I knew how
to keep friends with my steady stream of birthday greetings, holiday cards
and quick visits when work travel brought me an old pal’s way. I just didn’t
know how to live with them day after day, year after year. I’d never had to.
I was the queen of the geographic cure. In three decades of non-stop
moves and change, I’d perfected my natural extrovert success strategy. Drop
me into a new school or neighborhood and within six weeks I’d be the class

Non-Fiction
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president, the school newspaper editor or the ringleader of those taking on
the latest injustice with the principal. I’d have lunch table friends and party
invitations.
There was no need to worry about rejection when the clock was ticking.
When conflicts arose, I’d suck it up. I had no incentive to resolve differences
with friends who’d soon be relegated to the greeting card list. A short-timer
like me could keep her whistling tea kettle temper and bubbling-over
insecurities about unintended or imagined slights in check. No need to crack
my cheerful, yet competent, façade, to shatter my illusion of flawlessness. I’d
be gone soon enough. Time for another do-over.
Now here I was. I had a husband. Three children. A job. A house. A
neighborhood that was a genuine community. But the permanence, stability
and roots I’d said I wanted came with a price. I’d planted a tree. I had no idea
how to make it grow.
I loved the home I’d worked so hard to create, a place oozing with the
permanence and tradition I’d craved. I lived in a neighborhood others envied,
full of kind, interesting people always ready to be there for one another. Even
Gladys had joined us, transplanting herself in her mid 80s to our lower rental
apartment where she thrived under Lincoln Avenue’s nurturing. Year after
year, we remained a village that supported one another through lost jobs,
illness, alcoholism, divorce and more. I valued what we had and recognized
how lucky I was. I played my good neighbor role willingly, but always felt just
short of truly belonging. Many days I still wanted to run to new places and to
temporary friends who didn’t require much of me. I was grateful for the next
business trip, but desperately wanted to make peace with Lincoln Avenue. I
needed to master the ability to weather the differences of opinion,

Non-Fiction
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inadvertent exclusions and other relationship storms that come with
permanence.
Flight, I finally conceded, was not the answer. I had to accept that the
rewards of staying were far greater than the imagined rejection I feared. Sure,
deep inside I’d always be a restless vagabond child with an inbred urge to
escape. Nothing could change that. But my reward for learning not to flee
was a place and people to whom I could always come home. I could fit in
without jamming myself into a prescribed “good friend and neighbor” mold. I
didn’t need to be the first to know. I didn’t need to be the perpetual go-to
person or everyone’s best friend. I could just do what I’d always done best –
be the ringleader. I could host the picnics, organize the egg hunts and chili
cookoffs, maintain the neighborhood contact lists and be part of the glue that
held us together. I could share my imperfect self, navigate the normal bumps
of community life and my neighbors would still love me, warts and all.
I could have roots and not be rootbound.
***
This has been my permanent address for 34 years. That’s 17 times (and
counting) longer than my previous 29 homes. The view beyond our two
crimson maples – now 30-feet tall – shifts daily. The Lincoln Avenue-born
children of our daughters’ generation are long grown and gone. We’d once
envisioned a retirement spent in our first-floor rental unit, a vision that
included our long-time neighbors aging along with us. That plan has literally
left the building. House by house, our neighbors have decamped to
downsizer houses, condos and apartments. With the exception of a few hardcores who predate our arrival and likely will leave the block in a box, we’re
the last. We aren’t fleeing, but in a year or two, we’ll follow. Another cycle

Non-Fiction
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begins. A new batch of 30-somethings and their rapidly multiplying offspring
fill Lincoln Avenue’s houses and sidewalks again. Last summer I organized the
annual block party. Next time, it’s up to someone else.
Gladys suffered a stroke and died this summer, two months past her
100th birthday. When we landscaped a few years ago, she insisted on buying a
redbud tree for the side yard. “That way,” she said, “you’ll always have a place
where you can remember an old lady.” We’d spared her the news of the
magnolia’s demise. A few days ago, I noticed the dead tree had been cut
down at last; its shredded stump still evident in the weedy front lawn.
The city’s tree crews have returned. They blocked the commercial street
behind us for a day to remove dozens of towering diseased ash trees. Its
shady canopy stripped, Grand Avenue is now painfully bright, as Lincoln
Avenue was when we arrived. They say new trees will be planted by fall.

Art

LAKESHORE
ALICE BECKER
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SOMETIMES IT TAKES A GREAT SKY
MARY CAMILLE THOMAS
Fierce belonging
held the redwood
in place last night
as wind dragged
needle and branch
into its mighty tow.
If the great sky calls,
can you say no?
This time
earth held on
to roots
in worship
at the altar
where mitochondria mingle,
but someday home
will turn to
force and flow.
On that day
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when earth and sky
meld for me,
O flight!
O gravity!
Take me back
and let me go.

Title from “The Journey” by David Whyte
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THE HUNTER
JOHN CULLEN
Rain-swollen, the river drifted like slurry winding
toward a drain, and the turn-of-the-century
riverboat, French built, looked half safe.
Nevertheless, we poled from shore and slipped
into the Madeira, our captain, cap tattered
and gold tooth grinning, warning us against dipping hands
in the water. Piranhas trailed our wake. Packs of needled
mosquitos zeroed in on ripened bananas, body
odors, and carbon dioxide plumes released
from skin and the chuffing engine.
Raymond Hughes Public School had again invited The Jungle
Hunters for a school-wide presentation titled
“Capturing the Wild Anaconda.” The Hunter and his wife,
recently returned from Brazil, spent six months
stalking the world’s largest snakes rumored to reach
forty feet in length, thicker than the football coach’s torso
and capable of unhinging jaws to swallow deer
and, yes, small children, and the Hunter’s wife
shuddered. Wearing khaki pants and a bwana hat,
pipe in hand, the Hunter narrated a slide presentation,
dwarfed by images on the auditorium screen.
They spoke Portuguese and joked with the captain,
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who stepped back in fear when the Hunter leaped
from the raft to tangle with a water boa
baking in the sun. We all held one breath.
Clearly the Hunter might not win, and the captain
and his men would plunge to his rescue.
One member of the crew slid a wickedly sharp machete
from his belt and perched on the boat’s railing,
tensed to jump. The snake stretched, maybe, forty feet,
I told my mother, nearly the largest ever seen.
Its coils looped and rolled and thrashed,
but the Hunter hung on until he clamped it by the head
and tail, a crazy gamble on his part as the snake wound
repeatedly around his waist.
Then gentle, as always, the Hunter let go
and the mesmerized snake beat it back under the log.
What a shame no one measured it.
These were the possibilities that made math boring
and historical dates feel like lead weights,
adventures offered to those who dared leap
and wrestle muscle that could crush a crocodile.
There was a world outside our town, dangerous
and beautiful, ready for anyone who dared challenge
that snake as it slid under branches, defying the current.
At least that’s the way it felt, that afternoon,
in Ohio, hunched in my seat and leaning
toward the stage of the Raymond Hughes Public School.
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VISITING THE GRAND CANYON
SUSAN V. MEYERS
“Big ice in water,” Mrs. Shinohara asks one day. “How do you say it?”
“Glaciers?” the girl suggests. “Icebergs?”
“Yes, icebergs, this is it. Before marriage, my husband promised he
could take me to see icebergs in Hokkaido. Every year there are icebergs; they
travel there from north. He was travel too, on visit from Tokyo, many time. He
said next time we could go. But when the next time he come, he went there
already with his men friends. He told me about it, and then we didn’t go.
Because he told me, so I knew about it—so it was okay. But I didn’t get to
see it, really.”
The girl, Elizabeth, nods. During their weekly visits, these frank
discussions are common: Mrs. Shinohara’s life, her moods, her frustrations
moving—for a second time—to the United States. And now, the disappointing
dynamics of her marriage.
“Other time, he say we go see special French lavender in Hokkaido
snow. But same thing happen. I so mad!” Her expression thrills: They are
telling secrets. “But,” she continues, “when he promise take me to movies in
New York, I tell him he must do it. We go one time. He was bad. He got sick
and went to lobby. But I stay whole movie. Then we go home on subway.”
Another unfulfilled promise of Mr. Shin’s is his vow to take his wife to
the Grand Canyon. Years before, they had planned to go, but the baby,
Tsuguhiro, had fallen ill. “But now here we are again in America,” she
brightens. “It is very close and easy to go there.”
***

Fiction
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In August, the advertisement in her college newspaper had been plain
and non-descript: English speaker needed immediately. Home lessons. Good

pay. Apparently, Elizabeth had been the first one to call. There had been no
interview; she had no special credentials. When she told Mr. Shinohara that
her major was English, he’d assumed she knew how to teach; she didn’t
correct him. Two weeks earlier, her health insurance had been canceled after
her father had forgotten to pay the premium. He’d apologized, offering to
send money for her to take out a new policy at the university health clinic,
but she’d told him not to bother. Money now was tight: tuition, housing,

insurance. Everything had gotten complicated since her mother had left home
abruptly earlier that summer.
So, she had begun spending Tuesday and Thursday afternoons with
Mrs. Shin, listening to the woman’s stories, correcting her syntax or
pronunciation when it seemed appropriate—not that Mrs. Shin seemed
particularly interested. Mostly, she just wanted to talk, employing whatever
English she still remembered from her previous stint living in the United
States, twelve years earlier. On the occasions when she asked Elizabeth about
herself, the girl explained that home was California. She was staying in Seattle
temporarily—just through graduation next June.
Mrs. Shin was a short, stout woman with bright eyes and a good deal
of laughter—easy to listen to, and glad of the company during her children’s
school day—and this, Elizabeth was grateful for, having so little to say herself
during those days since her own mother had left. Mostly, though, they talked
about minor things: daily squabbles that, due to cultural differences, had
become alarmingly significant. A confusion at the grocery store. A missed
freeway exit. Or Mrs. Shin’s frustration with the complicated English directions
on her children’s homework assignments. In October, her anxiety peaked: the
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international license having expired, she would have to pass the state driving
test soon.
“The test,” Mrs. Shin declares as Elizabeth slides into a pair of Japanese
house slippers. “It was terrible.”
“What happened?” As usual, the lights are off. During September, while
the sun had spilled bright through the front windows, it hadn’t mattered; but
as the season creeps toward winter, Mrs. Shin still keeps the house dimmed
during the day—whether to conserve electricity or imitate things back home,
Elizabeth doesn’t know.
“Oh!” she laughs, high and nervous. “I must take again!”
“How soon?”
“Two weeks. And then the other test, too.”
“Which test?”
“The driving one, when the man sits in your car.”
Elizabeth watches as Mrs. Shin, dressed in a sweat suit with a puppy
embroidered across the front, worries over a set of papers on the coffee table,
shoving them unceremoniously into a cabinet underneath the television. “But,
isn’t that what you just did?”
“No,” she shuffles toward the kitchen. “I did just now the reading test.”
Taking her normal seat on the wide, thick couch—the one covered in a
large flowered print that is tasteful enough, but also entirely impersonal,
Elizabeth lets her eyes press briefly shut. By now, she could describe without
looking the contents of that room: arranged by Mr. Shinohara’s tech firm,
which had made all of the arrangements for the house, setting up the lease
and hiring a decorator, before the Shinoharas had arrived in the U.S. three
months earlier. Now, the rented furniture feels mildly clinical, everything
polished and presentable but not quite cohesive: hotel-style framed prints,
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long-necked standing lamps in ultra-modern brushed steel, and a handsome
oak coffee table a bit too low to actually use.
After another moment, Mrs. Shin emerges with her usual tray of treats
and tea: Please. And they pause for a moment to sip the steaming tea before
Mrs. Shin hands over a little half-size stapled pamphlet: The Washington State

Driver’s Guide. “This I must know. My husband says you maybe can help me.”
Elizabeth flips open to the section on four-way stops. Neat little rows
of notes in Japanese are written into the margins. “You’ve been studying
this?”
“Oh no!” Mrs. Shin laughs. “This book is for my husband. He is always
so good student.”
“But you need to drive here, too?” After all, Mrs. Shin has two
children—the boy, Tsugu, and the little girl, Rie—at the local elementary
school. Soon enough, there will be teacher meetings, after school activities,
and trips to friends’ houses: all of those responsibilities of suburban
parenthood.
“Yes,” she looks worried. “Oh, Miss Elizabeth, I hate it, this book!”
And she does. Throughout their next several sessions, Elizabeth tries
quizzing her on sections of it, drawing pictures or asking about various
driving situations. But each time, Mrs. Shin remains confused by the book’s
technical jargon, forgetting the American equivalents of things. How many
feet (not meters) to park away from fire hydrants? Which color light (green,
not blue) means “go”? Within two weeks, she has made little progress; and
sure enough, the next month she fails her second written exam. Mr. Shinohara
is not happy. Mrs. Shin has important things to do, her husband reminds her;
she must pass the test soon.
***
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Mrs. Shin never says that she is unhappy in her marriage, but she
complains frequently about her husband. He does not know how to cook. He
does not like certain foods. He is messy. He snores. He doesn’t keep his
promises.
One day, surprising herself, Elizabeth asks: “Do you love him?”
Mrs. Shin looks up. “Love? Hi hi! Oh yes, you Americans like love.” In
Japan, things are different. Marriage is important, she says, because it is good
to have someone to be with when you are old. Besides, Mr. Shinohara has his
virtues: “He is good father; he worry about children. And he has good job.”
Elizabeth’s head bobs loosely. “My dad is the same—mostly.”
But Mrs. Shin either doesn’t notice or doesn’t pry. A brief cloud, like
doubt, crosses her face: “What you want do for work, Miss Elizabeth?” It’s not
something that they’ve ever discussed. “You want be teacher?”
Elizabeth swallows her tea, gripping the little ceramic cup, a design like
goose feet trailing down one side. “No—I don’t think so.”
“But,” her palm smacks a thigh, “you are so good teacher!”
On the bottom rung of the coffee table sits a stack of library books
that Elizabeth had checked out in September: grammar primers and illustrated
storybooks. They have never read them—have never, really, done anything
but sit and talk and sip their tea.
She shakes her head. “My parents think I should go to law school,” she
sets her teacup down too hard against the table, so a quick drizzle slides over
the side. She is doing well—both parents had told her that: so mature and
self-contained, despite all of the recent turmoil. It’s a relief to them both, so
she doesn’t share the other details: long hours awake, calm but sleepless
nights, and her slowly declining grades. “I’m taking the LSATs next week,” she
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explains. “That’s good, I guess. I want to be independent. It’s hard, relying so
much on other people.”
Mrs. Shin nods, reaching over to dab up the girl’s spilt tea. “Oh, Miss
Elizabeth, I no scare for you.” And Elizabeth cannot tell whether her smile is
forced or not. “You are so smart girl. It no matter what you do—you can take
care of everything.”
***
One cold Tuesday in late November, Elizabeth’s mother calls to confirm:
she is indeed going to file for divorce. Her voice is calm but tired. “I’ve spent
too many years taking care of other people. I’ve got to take care of myself
now.”
This outcome, of course, was expected. Still, those words spoken out
loud, finally, feel like betrayal. “Dad still loves you, you know.”
“Elizabeth—this is just something that I have to do.”
The line goes dead for a moment. “And what happens when I come
back home? Where will I go?”
“You’re an adult,” her mother answers before hanging up the phone.
“You’ll figure it out.”
***
That afternoon, Mrs. Shin doesn’t answer the door. Elizabeth rings the
bell again: silence. A quick pang of dread hits her. Had Mrs. Shin forgotten

their lesson? She rounds the back side of the house: the rooms are dark and
still. Reaching the garage, she peers through the windows; Mrs. Shin’s sporty
SUV is parked at an odd angle inside. Elizabeth shoves her hands into her
jean pockets, locking her elbows. There is plenty to be done—homework,
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packing for the trip home over Christmas—but she’d rather be here; so she
sits, briefly, along bit of rockery beside of the Shinoharas’ garage door,
wrapping her coat more tightly around herself. The day is bright but lacks
color, and she wonders if there will be storm clouds soon; the temperature,
after all, is dropping low enough for snow. California, once she arrives, will be
milder: a subtle cooling, but little else. No sharp winter nights, no snow.
Already, she can imagine the quiet flight to Oakland, the mute car ride home
with her father, his grief, and the half empty-house. It’s poor timing, her
mother admits—but maybe they could just meet at a restaurant this time,
celebrate Christmas that way? Things are so busy just now—and doesn’t
Elizabeth have all of those law school applications to finish? Next year, she
promises, will be better.

Next year, Elizabeth gazes across the wide, orderly lawns and broad
houses of the Shinoharas’ neighborhood. Where will she be in a year? Boston,
New York, Tallahassee, Denver, Minneapolis: the list of graduate schools goes
on and on. In a year, she might be living anywhere—and her parents, at least,
are pleased with that. But in truth, she is tired. Hi hi, Mrs. Shin had agreed
once. “Adulto-ah. Yes, in America you can grow up so fast.”
After twenty minutes, she gives up. Shouldering her backpack again,
she begins walking back toward the bus stop; but before the bus arrives, a
bright red sports car pulls up, and Mrs. Shin’s head pops out: “Miss Elizabeth!”
she beams. “So sorry! Come in please!” A door flings itself open, and Elizabeth
gets in. In the driver’s seat sits Mrs. Itchikawa, an extremely pretty woman in
her early thirties. She meets Elizabeth’s gaze in the rearview mirror, “We’re so
sorry!” she exclaims, her accent almost flawless. “We were at the clinic, but
they took so long.”
“It’s all right,” Elizabeth hears herself say. “I’m glad you found me.”
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Mrs. Shin gestures toward the woman’s abdomen, pressing outward
against the seat belt. “She had her doctor’s check today. It is very important
because her baby, it is very small. She could have some problem.”
“But no problem!” Mrs. Itchikawa exclaims, turning the car carefully to
the left and descending back down the hill into the Shinoharas’
neighborhood. As they make their way back toward the house, she narrates
briefly the details of the exam, building finally to the climax: “He is a boy!”
Mrs. Shin claps: “You see! Just like me! Tsuguhiro was born also here in
America.”
Her friend clicks the turn signal smartly, and they glide onto the
Shinoharas’ street. “We are going to name him Hiroyuki,” she says with
pleasure, pronouncing the name with careful, stacattoed significance: Hir-oyu-ki. “Or maybe Shozuki.” Then she shoves the transmission into park and
lets the car idle for a moment in front of the house. “I don’t know. I prefer
Hiroyuki, but my husband likes other names. But together we like the last
part, -uki, so that is decided.” Turning round, she asks Elizabeth, “How do you
choose names here in America?”
The girl shrugs. “Family names, I guess. I’m named after my mother.”
Mrs. Itchikawa beams, turning off the car. “Ah, you must be so much
alike.”
“I don’t know, actually. I think we’re pretty different.”
The two women glance at each other. Hi Hi, they nod knowingly. Yes,

yes of course.
***
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By mid-January, the Shinoharas’ house remains unchanged. Cold winter
light sifts through the windows, and Mrs. Shin greets her tutor brightly: “You
had good Christmas?”
“It was productive.” By then, all of Elizabeth’s law school hopes are in
the mail.
“Many presents?” the older woman winks.
“Sure,” Elizabeth forces a smile, shoving her feet into the slim house
slippers. In her guilt, Elizabeth’s mother had lavished gifts on her and then
spent hours complaining about the divorce proceedings, the meager alimony
offer, and the utter injustice of it all. “Men,” she’d ended finally, “are bastards.”
Her father, on the other hand, hadn’t managed to go shopping.
Depressed but dutiful, he’d driven them to pick out a tree, then watched
Elizabeth decorate it in their living room, dragging tinsel over the branches
until it glittered garishly in the nearly empty room.
From the kitchen, Mrs. Shin narrates her own Christmas. “We bought
for Tsuguhiro the new Nintendo games,” she calls, ice clinking into a glass.
“And for Rie some girl’s things. Dance shoes and the Barbies dolls.”
Returning, she bears a snack tray with samples of the American sweets
she’d discovered. “We went to office party for my husband,” she watches
Elizabeth choose a chocolate sandwich cookie from the tray. “I ate these
dessert there—very good.” Then she swallows, assuming a note of
seriousness: she has exciting news. By some miracle, she has managed to pass
both written and active driving tests and has obtained an American license.
Furthermore, Mrs. Itchikawa had had her baby: tiny but healthy, born just a
few days into the new year. “His name is Hiroyuki,” she grins. “I knew it.”
In her next breath, Mrs. Shin asks what kind of work they would be
doing that day.
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Elizabeth’s palms puncture with sweat. “You want an assignment?”
“Yes,” she straightens in her chair. “I want have so good English like
Mrs. Itchikawa.”
“Okay,” Elizabeth shuttles through the grammar lessons she remembers
from the smattering of French classes she’d taken at the university. “Why
don’t we. . . practice your verb tenses? You could tell me a story in the past
tense. Something that happened a long time ago.”
Mrs. Shin slouches back down in her chair for a moment, considering.
Then a bolt of recognition shoots through her. “Forty year ago, my father was
engineer,” she begins, setting down her tea. “He planned things to make
cities,” she spreads a hand across each of her thighs, righting herself in the
chair. “In the war, Japan thought to win China. So the government, they sent
my father to Peking for making city plans. He could make some new roads, in
the Japanese style. But then Japan lost war, and it was very dangerous to be
in Peking. All Chinese was so angry; they wanted to kill Japanese. And my
father and my mother they had me and my sister and brother, very young. It
was so difficult, the situation.”
From there, she describes her father’s daring plan. How he’d decided
that, using his own maps, that he could avoid the main roads, which were
flocked with Chinese patrols, and navigate a route through China’s back roads
all the way from Peking to the coast. The family walked at night, which was
the only possibility. During the daytime, they stayed in farmhouses that her
father knew were safe, or found isolated furrows in the woods. When the sun
went down, they began again, the mother carrying her new baby girl while
the other two children stumbled along behind their father, tied to him with
fishing wire knotted loosely about their waists.
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“It is so hard now for remembering all of that,” she pauses. “Like some
time you aren’t really living. We couldn’t talk: too dangerous. And my sister
and brother, they were just four and three years old. No talking, no playing.
No good sleep, no dreaming.”
Even the return had been difficult. One year after the war’s end, the
young family, exhausted and finally back in Tokyo, were treated like ghosts.

But, you are dead, their families had cried. No one believed you had survived.
We have mourned you; we have moved on with our lives. Weeping each
morning thereafter, Mrs. Shin’s grandmother had told her daughter that she
didn’t know what to do—she no longer understood how to believe in
anything.

It’s all right, her daughter had assured her. We won’t stay. You can
believe in the things that still make sense to you.
And that is how the family had come to Hokkaido. Within a half year of
their return, they’d moved north, to the uppermost Japanese island: the head
of the sea horse.
“Hokkaido is very young place—like America,” Mrs. Shin finishes.
“Maybe one hundred years only. People go there for something different—for
a new life. Like my parents after the war.”
“But what happened?” Elizabeth smears the sweat from her palms.
“Were you okay?”
Mrs. Shin’s eyes flip toward the ceiling. “Yes, okay,” she considers. “But
my sister Kunimi, she is still very quiet girl; not like be with people. And my
brother, he must take special medicine for the sleeping. But okay, yes. We are
okay.”

And your parents? Elizabeth wants to ask. What about them? What
about the mother who had carried her infant across half a continent? Or the
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father, whose ingenuity had earned his family both safety and exile? Years
later, did they sleep through the night? Did they dream of Chinese sirens,
wandering roads? Or were they peaceful now, content? As though, having
done such a thing, one could feel no further obligations in life?
***
The first law school rejection arrives in late February. Two more come in
early March, with several more arriving by the end of the month, so that, by
early April, Elizabeth has been denied admittance to all of the schools she had
applied to.
The rest of the spring, though, continues as usual. Mrs. Shin wants
suggestions for children’s summer activities. She wants to know about
American habits on Easter and May Day. So they talk through those
questions, along with other weekly trifles—and her English is improving. On
the day that she returns a can of soup to the grocery store and explains
herself perfectly, exchanging the split pea dill for the spinach and green
pepper stew, Elizabeth feels a surge of pride that surprises her.
During their final weeks together, though, Elizabeth explains that she
will be returning to California that summer—to live with her father and find
some kind of work until she figures out what else to do.
But she isn’t prepared for Mrs. Shin’s reaction. The woman’s voice
shakes: “You will leave?” Her eyes widen. “Oh, I did not know it.”
“Yes—to work,” she says again. “In California.”
“Yes, yes,” Mrs. Shin nods, fumbling with her tea. “Hi, you must work.
Work is good. And here in America you can choose so many things.”
In all the months they’ve spent together, silence has rarely settled over
that room—but it does now. The spring light is sifting back in, fingering its
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way across the couches, the table, Mrs. Shin’s over-stuffed chair, and the
prettily laid tray of delicacies on the coffee table. It has all become so familiar,
like a dream encountered and encountered again. And Elizabeth begins to
wonder who will sit there next, sipping tea and exchanging stories with Mrs.
Shin. Jealous, the thought shoots through her like an ice bath: You’re jealous

because she doesn’t really need you; she will find someone else.
Then a little pang of shame floods through her: Mrs. Shin is crying.
“Oh, Miss Elizabeth!” the woman gasps. “I love you—it is okay to say it?”
“Yes,” she answers, startled. “Yes, of course.”
***
What the flight from Seattle to Oakland reveals is a loss of color. The
strident northwest greens and blues lose intensity down the coastline, shifting
palates into yellows and browns. Scotch broom and dry earth. Hills in the
place of mountains. And a sudden landing in a drier, more earthly terrain.
When she arrives, her father picks her up, looking more relaxed than he
had a few months earlier. “The house,” he assures her, “is better now. I’ve
done some fixing up.” In the following weeks, too, Elizabeth finds it easier
than expected to secure a job—not just temporary work, but a full-time
position. By the anniversary of her college graduation, she has moved out of
her father’s house into an apartment with a roommate and is living
comfortably enough on her technical writer’s salary. Occasionally, a letter or
email arrives from Mrs. Shin with updates about PTA meetings and her
children’s biology homework; but in time, these messages slow and stop. It
makes her sad, but what, realistically, could she expect? Maybe around

Christmas time, she tells herself, I’ll send them a card. There seems little else
appropriate to do.
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***
But a little more than three years after leaving Seattle, Elizabeth
receives an email from Mrs. Shin’s husband: Please send phone number. Mrs.

Shinohara wishes to speak with you. The day after she forwards them her
number, Mr. Shin himself calls, speaking on behalf of his wife, who wants to
know just how close she lives to San Francisco? Close enough. Yes then,
would she be willing to meet Mrs. Shin at the airport next week? She is flying
to Arizona, to visit the Grand Canyon, and has a layover in San Francisco.
Would Elizabeth have time to see her for lunch? Certainly, she answers. Yes,

of course.
What Mr. Shinohara hadn’t mentioned is that his wife is not traveling
alone. When she arrives bright-eyed into the bustle of the San Francisco
airport, she emerges with an older woman trailing behind her. Perhaps,
Elizabeth guesses, Mrs. Shin has made a friend on the plane; she is sociable
enough to do such a thing. “Miss Elizabeth!” she rushes forward. “Oh! I am so
happy you are here! My husband, he told me maybe—maybe Miss Elizabeth
will come. You cannot be very sad if she does not come. But here you are!
Oh, and your clothes are very different, yes? Beautiful!”
The girl flushes, bending close for a hug. As they part, she catches the
other woman’s gaze, her face a ruddy map of polished lines; and Mrs. Shin
announces: “Here is Mihoko Morimoto, my mother.”
“Oh!” Elizabeth’s breath catches: “Nice to meet you.” She extends a
hand, but Mrs. Morimoto responds with a silent bow.
“She is happy to meet you, too,” translates her daughter. “Chotto oide
okaason,” she motions her mother forward and, as they shuffle through the
crowded airport, Mrs. Shin explains that her mother knows nothing of English,
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had never been to the United States before this trip. “She is very old, and
lonely for ten years without my father. But now my husband has a good job,
we could buy her a ticket.”
“How old is she?”
“Eighty-six. She didn’t leave Japan for many years. Not since my parents
came back from China after the war. You remember? The story I told you?”
“Yes,” the girl answers. “Of course.”
At the food court, there is a pseudo-Japanese restaurant, Arigato,
where Mrs. Shin buys a stunning amount of food, which they all share. Their
conversation funnels through Mrs. Shin, whose mother has many questions
for Elizabeth: the first real American she’d met. What foods does the girl eat?

How does she sleep? What is her job? Do most women in America work? Is
she married? Does she have any children? Each answer intrigues her: the girl’s
pillows, her pizza, her editing job. Her status as a single woman, and her
series of single women friends, all living on their own.
“My mother thinks you are a very brave woman,” Mrs. Shin translates
between sips of broth.
Elizabeth shakes her head. “My life is good now,” she agrees. “But I
didn’t plan things very carefully; I didn’t even go on in school like everyone
thought I should.” Her gaze shifts toward Mrs. Morimoto, who has finished
her meal and is watching with interest this conversation between daughter
and former tutor. “Look at your mother. She survived a war—and saved her
children too. Got them all back to Japan. That’s amazing. That’s really
something.”
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Mrs. Shin considers this for a moment. “Yes, this is true,” she allows,
savoring one last bite of wasabi. “But really, it is not so hard, this learning
how to lead other people.”
“Kirei de iikodwane. Kyou wa hontou ni yokatta desu,” Mrs. Morimoto
bows again as they are about to leave.
“She thinks you are a brave and beautiful girl,” Mrs. Shin translates.
“She is very proud for you, and so happy to meet you.”
Elizabeth thanks them both, watching as they near the front of the
security line. When it is their turn, Mrs. Shin turns back one last time. “Oh,
Miss Elizabeth!” she beams. “It is all so exciting! I will send you every picture!”
Probably, Elizabeth thinks afterward, she should have cancelled the rest
of her work day. As it is, though, she plans to return, staying late in order to
compensate for that exceptionally long lunch hour. But she should have
expected (and really, why hadn’t she?) the quiet surge of emotion she’d felt,
seeing Mrs. Shin again—and watching her leave. Mrs. Shin who, for all her
buoyancy, will be back in Seattle in four days’ time, waking up at six a.m. to
cook breakfast for her husband. All during the trip, he is eating refrigerated
meals that she had prepared before leaving, or visiting Burger King at his
lunch hour and bringing the kids Chinese take-out on his way home. Even so,
she realizes that Mrs. Shin is aware of her own condition; and, in her own
way, is very much in control of her life. This trip itself is evidence of some
greatness within her.
At an intersection on her way back toward the highway, Elizabeth’s foot
eases dreamily off the brake, and the car rolls forward slightly through a
crosswalk—then jolts to a stop as it nearly hits a man. Stunned, she watches
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him pitch forward over one corner of her hood, then back away, unhurt. He is
young, near her own age, but dresses grungily in worn, baggy jeans and a
tired-looking T-shirt. His palms slam against the hood of her car. “Bitch!” he
shouts before sauntering off through the rest of the crosswalk; and she
watches him go, startled by her own negligence and the easy violence of
some people, then reapplies the brake, pressing down hard. Sitting there for
another moment, bewildered, she feels the air pulling at her chest. What

should she do? What should she do? But she doesn’t know; so she stays
motionless for a moment longer, her head cranked sideways toward the street
the man still lingers down, until the car behind beeps lightly, and they slide
back out into traffic.
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DUSK AT DITMARS
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Poetry

MY PSYCHIATRIST’S DOG
JOEL MOSKOWITZ
He speaks mournfully
like the distressed. But when I sit
in the modernist leather chair with the frayed armrests,
Chappy lies on my lap, gazes up
with mismatched eyes
at my face, inquiring.
Unsteady, my doctor walks
through his art-filled living room,
brews strong coffee in his French press, for us.
Slowed by infirmity, he shuffles with an uneven gait.
So, these days, after the talking,
sometimes I'm the one who takes Chappy out,
lets him sniff by the tracks of the commuter rail,
paw the snow-covered duff.
We follow trails in Lincoln woods, and return
happy and warm in our coats.
But when this journey began some decades ago,
we met in the city, his office in a Boston brownstone.
I was a mixed up lonely pre-med
when he led me to my artistic side,
and his dog then was a shy Russian wolfhound.
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Poetry

My doctor needs the companionship of his dog.
Today, with windows open to birdsong and
his fish mobile from the aquarium swaying
above us, he asks me to read one of my poems.
His eyes moisten.
He looks away.
All is peaceful in the room.
But when first adopted, Chappy was too excitable
to be in our sessions, and we'd hear him pleading
from the hallway to come in.
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STRANGERS ON THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL
JAMES GARRISON
Over a long life, I’ve spent much time lost in my own mind while I
wander alone—though my wife often joined me on my many treks. It’s always
distressing to read that some mass murderer or other was a loner. As if Henry
David Thoreau and John Muir were threats to society. Or perhaps they were.
On most occasions I do try to bend to the demands of social
interaction and to listen and speak sensibly. At least when there’s a glass of
wine and toothpick-speared shrimp involved.
Yet I’d rather be on a long road to somewhere else or on a trail in the
mountains of Colorado or North Carolina or watching a sunrise or sunset
from a cabin deck or rain coming in a wave down a valley or lightning in
jagged streaks over the ocean at night. When I was ensconced in a corner
office in downtown Houston, Texas, some of my best moments were spent
staring out the window at the sun setting beyond the Galleria and the
crenelated buildings breaking the horizon, a prism of colors flaring and fading
into night as I thought of nothing. These also were probably some of my
most productive minutes at work, certainly the most calming after a long day
of chaos and conflict and wondering what I was doing there.
In my younger days, I thumbed over highways in North Carolina, often
late at night: for dates at UNC-Greensboro, then the Woman’s College,
because the faces I’d most like to see weren’t in my classes in Chapel Hill,
where we males outnumbered females four to one; or on a Saturday, I would
flee the town, as quaint and idyllic it might be, with the Ratskeller and Zoom-
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Zoom, and Intimate Bookshop, now all gone; and once a friend and I started
thumbing to an ocean beach near his hometown, but we made no more than
twenty miles and a six-pack of Michelob down the dark pine-flanked highway
before turning back so that we could study for exams, mine on Milton, on a
sunny Sunday morning, leaning against an oak tree on the quad, reading
marked passages in “Paradise Lost” and only dreaming of warm sand and
rolling waves and nubile coeds in bikinis. My friend, dying young and long
dead now, his face and voice remembered, sitting under a street lamp at an
intersection and popping the top on another beer.
Or later, thumbing rides to visit a girlfriend, already an ex and
indifferent to my draftee plight, travelling miles and miles over rural Carolina
highways from military training in Georgia, and being propositioned by an
older man and offered a warm bed in a fancy Raleigh hotel and instead
spending a chilly October night curled up under a concrete picnic table in a
littered rest area somewhere off a two-lane blacktop through the forest pines
of Piedmont North Carolina … My point is you don’t have to be stark raving
mad or even a bit looney to go wandering by yourself to see the world or
seek whatever it is you want to find, the Holy Grail or Dulcinea, or to escape
whatever it is pursuing you. But sometimes it helps to be different and
removed from the masses. To march to the beat of your own drummer, as
they say.
Recently, just when the leaves were donning their fall colors, I took a
few day hikes on different segments of the Appalachian Trail through the
Nantahala Mountains and I met almost no one along the way, coming or
going, which suited me fine. Many of the hikers I’ve met in the past were
interesting people and had interesting stories to tell: a fresh-faced young
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woman hiking the entire trail, 2,100 miles or so, before her induction into the
military (athletic, idealistic, dedicated), a young man who said it was best to
hike wearing a kilt, though he did not, and the man who was wearing a kilt
and was as big and scruffy as any mountain man fur trapping with Jim Bridger
in 1840.
This day on the Appalachian Trail in western North Carolina, I met a kid
(who said he was thirty but he looked like a kid, a teenager), smoking a stub
of a cigarette at Panther Gap, on a rise just above the trail, where, through
the trees, you could see a wide blue valley and blue mountains in the
distance. He’d been on the trail for a couple of weeks he said and asked if he
could hike along with me; he was by himself; the others he’d met during his
time on the trail were mostly day hikers and out of breath, and they all
seemed to want to avoid him. I could see why. He was shabbily dressed in a
ragged shirt and torn jeans, pale sunburned face, shag-cut brown hair and no
hat, and he had more rings in his lower lip, nose, and ears than I could count,
if I’d cared to try. His pack was crude, not like anything I’d ever seen a
through hiker carrying: what looked like a tarp for a tent, no sleeping bag, all
of it tied together with a thick, once-white rope, a cooking pot dangling on
one side.
Certainly, I told him, you’re more than welcome to hike with me. But I
made sure he was in front, just in case. I didn’t want to be throttled from
behind.
He was going to hike the whole trail, he said—and how many miles is
that from south of the Smoky Mountains? And at ten or fifteen miles a day?
Then I noticed he was wearing tennis shoes. And his worn blue jeans, faded
to a fashionable white, had a rip in back below one thigh.
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As we walked, I heard his life’s story. Raised by his grandparents, now
both dead of cancer. House he inherited near Houma, Louisiana, flooded out
by a hurricane, one of those after Katrina. He gave the insurance money to his
daughter, now living with an aunt, and he left to go wandering. He’d been all
over: Arkansas, Tennessee, Georgia, Michigan, where he was robbed by a man
who gave him a ride and offered him a job and then at a service station
made off in his truck with all of the kid’s possessions. Another man bought
him a bus ticket to Tennessee, where he worked as a handyman until the urge
to hike took him again and he hit the trail from Chattanooga. On a whim,
when he was on the Rainbow Trail in Georgia, he said over his shoulder, he
decided to do the Appalachian Trail, and he’d just started out from Springer
Mountain—at the end of August.
I’m sure I told him a tale or two of my own and that I had written a
novel that was set in the Mekong Delta in 1970, that I’d been a military cop
there for a while. But I don’t remember what of my many stories I told him,
just a couple from my repertory, mostly true ones or at least true in my mind.
We stopped to rest and I shared some of my food with him, but he
never asked for money, although just in case, I pulled a twenty out of my
wallet when he couldn’t see and palmed it into my pocket. He was almost out
of food, he said. Planned to replenish his supplies at the Nantahala Outdoor
Center, he thought it was called, maybe a half day up the trail. I offered him
some pumpernickel bread and sharp cheddar cheese I’d brought for my
lunch, and in handing it to him, dropped the apple I was going to eat for my
snack. It tumbled down the slope, bouncing and rolling through wet leaves
and ferns. I said ah shit! The raccoons or bears would have a nice snack. But
he insisted on chasing it down, through the undergrowth, not something I
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was inclined to do, and he offered it to me as he climbed back onto the path.
No way would I eat an apple that had rolled thirty feet down a mountainside,
through God knows what. But he would. And he did, rubbing it off on his
dirty shirt. I offered him a paper towel. And some more food.
The day before on another section of the Appalachian Trail, near Albert
Mountain I believe it was, I met a lovely English lady d’une certaine age who
was attired as if out of the Arabian Nights and carrying a bright blue pack
almost as big as she. She came over by ship specifically to hike the AT, by
ship to reduce her carbon footprint a bit, she said, and she started
somewhere north of there, New York perhaps. She was wearing a white tunic
of some sort and filmy, pastel-blue pantaloons tied at her ankles just above
sturdy brown hiking boots. She had hiked all over and in different parts of the
world—and she clearly knew what she was doing on the trail. She asked if she
could share the log where I was eating lunch, so we sat side-by-side and
talked of many things, but she didn’t tell me her history or why she hiked,
and she didn’t ask me that either. We did talk about the changing
environment and how it seemed warmer now in September than when we
were young. And I told her about how the Carolina and Eastern Hemlocks
that used to shade the streams rushing down the “v’s” in the hillsides had
been infested by insects, invasive to this continent, and the hemlocks had
mostly died out and fallen into tangled heaps just in the last few years; how
my wife and I would eat our lunch by a rushing stream in their shade, and we
would never be able to do that again. The same thing had happened to the
American chestnut trees that populated the forest in the first part of the last
century, and they all died except for some saplings that grew to less than my
height and then died before growing into mature trees. Scientists were
working on resurrecting the American chestnut, or so I read somewhere, and
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returning stands of them to forests and towns, and maybe it would happen
someday. But we still had the tall oaks and maples and Tulip poplars, like the
ones around us, and perhaps they would survive in these mountains for
hundreds of more years. Or perhaps not.
I also told her about some of the birds we were hearing, the similar
sounds of the robins and scarlet tanagers and mellifluous, echoing songs of
the different thrushes that I could never tell apart, but my wife could.
She said she would linger a while in this sun-dappled glade, but I
noticed dark clouds across the valley and I wanted to finish my hike before
any late afternoon thunderstorms arrived, so I slipped on my daypack and
binoculars and picked up my hiking stick, made from the spine of a Saguaro
Cactus (a friend had given it to me) and headed back onto the trail. She
didn’t pass me during the couple of miles I walked back down the mountain
to Rock Gap and my car parked below, but I was wondering if I should offer
her a ride into Franklin, where she planned to spend the night. I regretted I
didn’t make the offer while we shared the log to eat lunch. But sometimes
you don’t do what you should have done, and it’s just an oversight. And then
it’s too late.
As to the stranger who hiked with me to Siler Bald, I trudged far ahead
of him up a steep section of the trail (climbing faster than the kid since I
carried only a light pack and liter of water), and then I climbed up a long side
trail to the top of the bald at 5,216 feet. He reached the gap, Snowbird or
something like that, as I was going over a crest to climb higher still; he stayed
behind at the gap, and I could see him below.
It was midday when I started back down the trail the same way we’d
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come up, going back to Winding Stair gap where I’d started that morning. I
would have some lunch, or what I had left of it, at my favorite log, in a copse
of trees just off the trail a mile or so below. When we parted ways at
Snowbird gap, the stranger lay stretched out in the grassy meadow, leaning
against his pack, smoking one of those stubby cigarettes of his and staring up
at a blue sky studded with cottony clouds. This is what he loved, the open sky
and the mountains around him, he said, as I strolled past. I called goodbye
and good luck to him as I entered the forest beyond the meadow and
headed down. He waved his hand in the air, as a wispy stream of smoke
drifted above his face.
I told my wife about hiking with the kid, I forget his name, over the
phone that evening, and that he’d called me a mountain goat for how fast I
went up the hills at age 70 plus, and I described to my wife the panoramic
view from Siler Bald, where my wife and I had been before, and the beautiful
sunset I could see from my cabin that evening. And I wondered where my
new friend had spent the night. And what he ate.
Along with a little food, I’d also given him some advice, to the extent I
could. He should get off the trail at least by Pennsylvania, before it gets icy
cold. You can do Katahdin only in good weather, I told him, and the White
Mountains are not a friendly place to be in the winter. Also, keep an eye on
the trail and where you step. It’s breeding season for snakes in the fall, or at
least I think it is. But the timber rattlers, which I’ve seen a few times hiking in
the Nantahala Mountains in September and October, are in their yellow
phase; and they are really pretty, a contrasting black and yellow pattern all
along their bodies down to the rattles. And for some reason they seem quite
comfortable just lying across the trail and not moving for us human
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interlopers. But the ones we’ve seen, my wife and I, give a nice signal that
sounds like an old phone when you get too close and into their claimed
space. Just freeze and back off slowly. Though my wife sometimes likes to
hear the phone ring when she takes a step forward and then backs off—
before I urge the rattler to let us pass with the end of a long stick. Or we slog
around the obstinate reptile, making our own wide elliptical path up a slope
away from the trail, through fall leaves that might conceal a copperhead, until
we return to the trail and look back to see the timber rattler has finally moved
on of its own accord.
I wonder if he kept at it, the stranger I met on the Appalachian Trail
that fall day. And why he keeps hiking. He said he might stop in five years or
so, after he got the need to keep going out of his blood. And I often wish I’d
given him that twenty so he could buy more food at the Nantahala Outdoor
Center. If you have no home, I guess the Appalachian Trail or any trail
through the wilderness is as good a place to be as any and better than most.
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RAINY DAY
ALICE BECKER
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PRESERVES
TRISTAN FRANZ
this has become a ritual exercise
these 2.5 mile loops of mossy hush
the closest we come to communion
and this is more than enough
for a couple of poets seeking a simple salvation
what’s different about the forest is you need not ask
for forgiveness, with each step you are
softly reminded you’ve never gone against
your nature, never done anything other than walk
the trail in front of you
and so we return, each weekend
to places called Preserves
and try to do what the name says
we uphold the ancient ritual
of walking, of listening to moss
occasionally, we observe the father and the son
black lab at their side
and in this we are more human
but never more than human
in this we preserve
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118 TUNDRA SWANS
GLEN SORESTAD
I spotted him on my morning walk – at a distance, poised with binoculars, as he
studied the water fowl on the pond. We met and paused to exchange sightings.
“Nice to have the birds back,” I was saying the obvious – for him, but also for
myself. The birdman mentioned driving out of the city to look for birds, stopping
beside a small lake teeming with gleaming Tundra Swans. By the time he finished
counting, he’d reached 118 swans. His tone was reverential. I could see him,
binoculars trained on them, articulating numbers like a bingo hall caller. I kept
thinking how tough a task – counting Tundra Swans without missing a few
altogether, since birds, even on water, are seldom stationary, or doubling up and
counting the same swan several times. But he reported precisely 118 swans and

why should I doubt the number? I also considered whether he may have been
more fascinated with the numbers themselves? Does 118 have special
significance? Perhaps he had an orderly mind, one for which details are more
important than the image he would carry away. Does numerical accuracy
enhance memory? What does it matter? Let him go on counting swans for
years to come. And may I, too, be granted more chance meetings with
someone willing to stand beside a prairie marsh awhile for no other reason
than to count Tundra Swans.
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SONG OF MYSELF
WILLIAM DERGE
I’ve tried to think of the happiest moment
I ever spent with you.
You will be surprised to hear what it was.
It was in the first year of our short marriage. It was spring.
We were walking on a wooded path in southern Minnesota.
We had watched a biography of Walt Whitman
on the television the night before.
We had reached a clearing in the trail,
where the trees fanned out on either side.
The sun was just buttering us, buttering us.
You asked me what I would be if I could be anything.
I said I would be Walt Whitman.
You said, “You are.”
The hat, the paper butterfly, the beard, the bravura.
I yawped the word Manhatta.
I had a different feeling about poetry then.
It was magnanimous and ripe.
I believed it brought us together,
even though you did not read it or like it.
In the following years, I never once said that I loved you.
I was Walt Whitman.
I didn’t understand why that wasn’t enough.
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COPPER SUNSET
B.A. BRITTINGHAM
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WATER
VIC NOGAY
can i tell you this?
i would like to see you again.
i don’t want to go back
i want to be here now with you
just for a while
step out of this life
into the weightless way we buoy in the lake
in the valley in the shade of the pall
of the mountain of our past lives
hold hands and feel
you and me
and the water that touches us both.
and when the current pulls us under, we let it.
and when the current parts our hands, we let i t.
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COMPLEMENTS
SUSAN IOANNOU
I come to you in fullness,
offering no ragged need, but light,
whirl your darkness into nebulae.
You pull down the sky
and furrowed stars
root my restless fire.
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WHO CAN SAY?
SUSAN IOANNOU
Across the knee-high farmhouse grass,
through a kitchen window
fading wallpaper vines
green an emptied room.
In the parlour—shadows.
Gone the small table,
horsehair chair.
The floor waits grey with dust.
Above the rotted verandah
gingerbread peels arabesques.
Beyond, the orchard
lines up in mossy stumps.
This house stands abandoned
to another country in time,
but on a deep windowsill
a potted gloxinia
blooms crimson still
—like love?
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ABANDONED
ALICE BECKER
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SWEETNESS OF THE LAVENDER
KAREN MORRIS

Despite the wind gusting down the Rogue River,
bees cling to the swaying lavender stalks,
deep purple,
fluttering like a Geisha’s fan
along its banks.
Hawks float high in Oregon’s blue sky,
circle, lifted by thermals
in the summer heat.
The eager river flows with snow-chilled vigor,
rocks froth it.
We watch from the balcony drinking
the Barolo bought in California’s
verdant wine country
passing almond orchards,
their heavy clusters ready for harvest.
Red cherries are in season, they stain
my fingertips and the white paper napkins.
Grief’s reach, and sorrow’s, are long, and we are
ever earth-bound as even the gull or seal
in the end, there is nothing to envy.
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Only an overpowering sweetness of breath,
of life pulls us back, as bees
to fragrant lavender, holding
onto wind-bent petals.
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EVICTION NOTICE
KATRINA FUNK
I crouched down next to the base of two green painted bee boxes. The
sun warmed the back of my jacket as my lungs filled with a crispness infused
with whisperings of heavy night frosts and a snow line progressing down the
mountain. A slow lingering hint of sweetness wafted from the hive, almost as
if it were calling back the slow summer days.
The little one-inch opening at the base of the hive swarmed with
frenzied activity. The bees called out, their buzz hot and high pitched, not at
all the calm hum typical of my bees as they politely clumped at the entrance
to re-enter the hive after foraging. It was the type of buzzing that would
usually clue me in to finding shelter, but as no bees dove at my face, the
typical signal that I was the one causing their agitation, I didn’t step back. I
scanned the area looking for signs that would cause a hive stress. Wasps
attacking a hive isn’t unusual in the fall, neither is robbing from other bees.
They become desperate for food, the honey inside just beyond their reach,
but neither of those seemed to be the issue.
I leaned in closer, and the source of the high-pitched whirr became
clear. More than a dozen drones, their bodies large and lumbering compared
to the little worker bees, lined the opening to the hive. Their buzz rang harsh
and violent while the smaller worker bees barred their entrance, attacking
when a drone became too persistent. Yesterday these same drones were
welcome: the hive an invitation to the food inside. Something had changed
alerting the worker bees of the impending winter. Drones only have one
purpose: to mate queens. After they’ve accomplished that task, they die. The
ones buzzing at the entrance had failed, and this late in the fall there were no
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more virgin queens to be found. The workers in the front made it known the
drones were no longer welcome. They won’t feed those without a purpose.
***
The bustle of people and sounds in the event hall swarmed around me
in an indistinguishable purr, the combination of voices making everything
indistinct, a buzz of white noise. The sharp scent of fermented fruit pinched
my sinuses as I scanned the crowd, not with any real purpose, but more out
of something to do. Law students weaved in and out of each other with little
clusters of conversation pivoting around the law professors, local attorneys,
and the contributors to the law journal this event commemorated. I adjusted
my weight, trying to find a way to stand to relieve the pinching at the toes,
but gravity and four-inch heels have a way of working together to make that
impossible. My feet had once tolerated the abuse, but that was years ago
before my life had slid into uneventful days of dragging around a toddler
with a baby attached to the hip.
The conversation between my husband and his fellow law school friend
had long ago ventured into territory beyond my limited knowledge of
obscure international tax law. I twirled my ring on my finger round and round
and round again as I watched the dance around me.
A hand on my elbow drew me away from my people watching, “Have
you met my wife?”
I smiled as I turned, meeting the eyes of the woman my husband
guided me towards. She blended in perfect with the environment pulling off a
black cocktail dress with a sleek, please give me a job after I graduate, look.
“No,” the woman replied throwing out her hand, her face full of warm
congeniality.
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Introductions were exchanged immediately followed by the formulaic:
“So, what do you do?”
I shifted my weight, forcing my hands still. “I’m a mom. I stay home
with our kids.”
“Oh,” she said, the word drawn out, her smile pinching at the corners,
her eyebrows pulling in. “You’re so lucky. That must be so rewarding.”
I’d heard that exact same line at least a dozen times that evening and
knew what would follow. I nodded anyway and smiled because that was my
line, but it didn’t really matter. She was already onto her next act. Her
shoulders had started shifting the moment I said, “mom” and by the time the
next sentence had fully escaped, she’d already turned away from me, her
smile flashing towards someone else.
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NIGHT RELICS
DIANNA ZIMMERMAN
She mumbles in a dream,
then cries out loud. My daughter
holds up matchstick arms,
tiny pink hands disrupting dark.
She tells me she has dreamt of a bird,
a Pterodactyl seen on a sea
of giant TVs, undulating in unison
at the department store.
I hold my daughter close
the way I cradled her as an infant.
The Pterodactyl is gone I whisper,
only fossils remain.
I watch her sleep, her eyes flutter
like tiny wings. I fear I will
fail to protect her one day,
and the world will
fold in on itself,
quickly as the snap
of brittle bones
left sinking in sand.
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TWELVE HOURS
KAREN MORRIS
I imagine your last few minutes. The group of helmeted kayakers
bumping and gliding down the river, swift even in autumn,
white waves curling toward you like an ocean, water at the mercy
of ages-old rocks, and that’s why you were all there, experienced
in whitewater ways, a culture aware of its ceremonies.
Boulders frame the banks, a heavy scattering crouch in the path
of the onrushing river that thrashes and smacks its way through.
That’s the point, the thrill, digging your paddles, guiding
your small sheltering shell through the maze of thundering water
in a conga line until the river flattens and you can rest.
The Cheat River’s class 4 rapids deliver a life-affirming euphoria,
and just ahead is a ten-foot waterfall. Everyone jokes and shouts,
getting ready. The roar grows and you’re all yelling at each other,
the drop looks like an edge of the world and you know the tumble
down will make you feel like a fish or an otter, a creature who belongs.
Then the paddler ahead of you gets snagged in an outcropping,
the thirty miles per hour current battering and trapping her boat.
You paddle over to assist and lose control of yours. It plunges over,
and you pierce the water like a spike, you never come up,
never breathe again but circle round and round in the hydraulic,
the few minutes it takes you to drown you see flashes of golden water
through bubbles as you get close to the surface you can never reach.
A few months earlier, we visit you, my new husband’s old
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friend, stopping on the way back from an out-of-town wedding. I
meet you for the first time, and we sit up late listening
to music you select, Leonard Cohen’s “Hallelujah” becomes
the song that will always remind me of you. You are Italian,
wiry and dark, intense and welcoming, glad to have us there.
In the morning, we talk over coffee till my husband comes down.
You tell me so much about him in that kitchen that I would never
know if not for you, fine things, details that give me a piece of his
life. Then we leave and a few months later he gets the call.
I am so grateful for those twelve hours, I almost missed you.
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TIME
KURT LUCHS

“What exactly is this flowing? Where is it nestled in the
grammar of the world?” ― Carlo Rovelli, The Order of Time
The last thing I remember
I was a boy lying still beside a still pond
watching and waiting for turtles to surface.
It might take minutes, or hours,
but somehow time dilated to fill the space.
Only predators have that patience
combined with attention,
however I was not there to kill.
I would catch them without harm
in a net, observe them try to clamber
back to the imaginary safety of water,
then salt the leeches off of them
and let them slip into the depths once again,
no doubt believing they had eluded me
by their own ingenuity.
Today I am miles and years away from that boy,
yet still, it seems, engaged in the same enterprise.
I read books that make my head hurt
in a good way (pain often being a sign of growth)
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and try to grasp the nature of reality,
waiting for truths to surface.
If the brilliant Mr. Rovelli is to be believed,
and I think he is, the universe
does not consist of things with permanent attributes.
Everything that looks to be solid
is merely a temporary fluctuation in quantum fields.
Whether it lives as long as a mayfly
or a mountain, even if it appears to hold its shape,
it is constantly changing and decaying
toward total entropy, like mist over a pond.
The universe is not a set of immutable things,
it is a series of events connected by time
(local time! There is no absolute time,
says Mr. Einstein) and by their relationship
to one another as they change.
That sounds like every love affair I’ve ever had.
Now my head really does hurt.
And that’s as far as I’ve got for one day,
one day that has lasted from boyhood
all the way to the illusion of the eternal now.
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TWILIGHT
KURT LUCHS
The sun slowly rises
in time with my spirits, or vice versa.
Oh, I know what’s really happening.
It’s not a difficult concept,
the earth’s rotation, though lost
for a millennium during the Dark Ages,
yet still for me and everyone else
who ever lived the sun rises, bringing hope,
that precious bit of irrationality
without which we cannot continue.
“Today may be the day!” it says, smiling.
As it happens, today is not the day.
Thank you anyway, Mr. Sun.
We needed that. Then suddenly
it’s twilight, the time of sinking, of settling,
when all the ghosts rattling about
inside of us go to ground.
Where did the day go?
We can’t remember, being blessed
with amnesia at just the right moment.
How fortunate for us
that this pastel purple light
is so soft and undiscriminating,
for it shines mostly
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on foolishness and failure.
No matter. We’re still alive,
though getting sleepier by the second,
and now is when our faithless hearts
must start worshipping the moon.
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EMPIRE SUNSET
JAMES READE VENABLE
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HOW TO GROW OLD IN THE DESERT
JEFF B. GRAY

Honeycrisps are on sale at Albertsons, but still seem overpriced. You're
relieved to see they sell them here, though. You still miss the produce
displays at the Safeway back home.
As you pick out seven apples, one for each weekday, you notice a
woman in a salmon t-shirt and tight jeans looking at you. Tan and freckled,
with loose curls of dark brown hair, she reminds you of Mary Ann from
"Gilligan's Island."
"Are those really that good?" she asks. "They're always so spendy."
You tell her you think they're, quite honestly, the best apples out there,
and what's more, they keep really well. She won't even need to put them in
the fridge.
You watch as she picks out three small fruits, while giving you a
skeptical look. You notice two things: her eyes are the color of new pennies,
and she looks close to your age.
"Okay, I'll give 'em a try," she says. "If I don't like them, it's your butt."
She offers you a wink, and rolls her cart toward the bakery.

Your attorney was good, but your ex-wife's was better. You managed
to keep your retirement fund, your company shares, and your late mother's
house in Burbank. The ex got the big house in San Mateo, half of the stocks
and mutual funds, and the Tesla.
"You're still rich, just not California-rich," your accountant told you.
"You won't die broke, not even close."
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When you decided on Idaho, the realtor urged you to consider buying
in Eagle. "It'll remind you more of your spread back home," she advised. "But
you do realize, you'll get more house in Meridian. You could even buy a plot
of abandoned farmland, build something on that."

You soon decide that the move was a good idea. The slower pace and
small population make for a nice break from California, and no bad memories.
Sort of a reset button for your brain, you tell your lawyer and accountant.
It takes you a few months to get used to things here, though. There are
churches—some of which could be mistaken for businesses—everywhere,
even in the industrial sections of town. Trucks and off-road conveyances
outnumber cars on the roads. There's only one area code for the entire state.
When you order salads at restaurants, your servers ask you if you'd like some
"protein" (steak? chicken?) with that. The public conversations you overhear in
stores mostly regard livestock, cooking and firearms.
In San Mateo, you had paid a gardener named Santiago what now
seems like an absurd monthly sum to manage the xeriscaping on your
property. Here, there are lawns to maintain, so you buy a Fiskars manual
mower. Your neighbor, who drives an enormous black pickup with an exhaust
pipe that whistles and emits clouds of black smoke, mocks the little mower,
asking if you bought it at "the Whole Foods."
"What's next?" he says, grinning. "Solar panels? Rain barrels?"

The young script supervisor with the ponytail and cool glasses was the
catalyst, but by no means the sole cause, for the end of both your career and
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your second marriage. You tried to explain that the girl was only a fling, but
your wife wasn't having it.
"Flings are for people in their twenties and thirties, Jack," she screamed,
as she stuffed clothes into a rolling bag. "You're 63. How many goddamned
'flings' can you fit into a lifetime? I stopped counting at 10!"
You were fired two days after your wife left you. Your boss told you
that you put the studio at risk too many times, too many times given the
current climate, anyway.
"People are bloodthirsty for this kind of litigation, Jackie-boy," he said.
"You're a good editor and producer, but you're not worth millions in legal
fees."

The heart surgeon, who looks like a Bridge-on-the-River Kwai-era
William Holden, explains the recovery period for the bypass and pacemaker
installation. You'll want someone to help out at home for a month or so, he
says. Do you have family nearby?
You tell him that your daughter lives in Castro Valley, and she's a sweet
kid. But she has newborn twins to take care of, and what's more, her husband
can't stand you and probably wouldn't let her go. You have a son in Atlanta
too, from your first marriage. The two of you don't talk much—only a couple
of times a year, in fact—but he might be willing to come for a few weeks. The
doctor tells you well, you'll need to figure something out.
You accidentally make a new friend in the cardiologist's waiting room:
Mel Lubetkyn. His voice makes you think of a long wire brush on oily metal.
He senses you trying to place the accent, and tells you he's Ashkenazi and
originally from Howard Beach.
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"Not that any of these people out here know what that means," he
says, waving a hand dismissively.
Lubetkyn has all sorts of helpful tips, both for the aged and recently
repatriated. In between acid belches and exclamations of "oh no" or "oh God,"
he tells you: where to find the best deals on canned fish (Wal-Mart, Winco);
which stores sell strongly-scented products (Yankee Candle, Bath and Body
Works) in case you need a place to pass gas during your mall walk; where
you can buy the New York Times (don't believe the kid at the Starbucks who
tells you they don't sell it out here); and, the name of a home care service in
town that he used after recovering from his bypass (they'll even drive you
home from the hospital).

The call to Atlanta didn't go well. Your son told you he was busy on a
new project for the next six months, and anyway, he didn't want to see you.
"Here it is, the geometry of estrangement," he said. "You, dangerously
ill and soon to be infirm, and me, full of contempt, thousands of miles away,
emotionally unable to help you in any substantive way. Honestly, Father, what
would you have me do?"
Before you could answer, he hung up on you.
These bitter exchanges typically triggered in you Proustian deluges of
high-definition memories. You suddenly remembered how when he was 11,
he wanted to help out with your hernia surgery preparation, leaving notes
that read 'No Vitamins, Papa!' all over the house for weeks before you went
into the hospital.
Another memory of your son followed, from a year later: you'd lost
your temper and smashed to pieces his science project, an air cannon that
fired cherry tomatoes. He'd built the thing using PVC pipes and cans of Freon,
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back in the days when kids didn't have YouTube or Wiki to rely on. You'd
been reading a series of god-awful scripts that day, and had drunk far too
much vodka with lemonade, when you discovered he'd tested the device on a
movie poster that Coppola had signed. The boy had found the poster rolled
up in a corner in the garage, tucked behind a cardboard box. How was he to
know? It wasn't like the damn thing had been framed.

You run into the brown-haired woman while shopping at Albertsons
again, and find out her name is Shannon. "Man, you were right about the
Honeycrisps," she tells you, coming in close so you catch a whiff of mint and
clean sweat.
Shannon tells you she's new to the area, just moved here from Akron
and doesn't know a soul. Has heard the Bruneau sand dunes are pretty cool,
and, yeah, so maybe it's kind of forward of her, but would you like to meet
her there for a picnic?
You think of the relationships you've botched over your lifetime, as you
admire the woman's figure clad in a short denim skirt and a different salmoncolored shirt, this one with exposed shoulders. You ask her if this weekend is
good, remembering your heart surgery is scheduled on the following Tuesday.
She says she'll bring some of the apples, along with bread, cheese and a
bottle of Cabernet.

As you headed out to Bruneau State Park two days later, you tried with
frustration to remember if you'd missed your son's birthday again, as you had
every year since he went to college. In a different wing of the mind's
museum, you recalled Lubetkyn's warning about driving in the desert during
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the summer. "All that sky and washed-out horizon, with the sun sapping you,"
he said. "You can start to daydream, go into the rabbit hole, what have you.
Next thing you know, you're in a ditch or about to hit a horse or a cow!"
You counted months on a mental calendar, struggling to figure out if your
daughter's birthday had also been forgotten, as bubbling spots filled your
field of vision, and blue and brown converged. You started to ask yourself
where exactly did the time go, but then the jagged, black thing came down,
loud.
***
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